
Basic Essentials CD - with Startup BOOT Trinity Rescue KIT  
Series of startup applications, utilities, and diagnostics for any PC Windows based 
system.  
 
Startup Boot Diagnostic Rescue Kit 
trinity-rescue-kit.3.4-build-372.iso - Trinity Rescue Kit or TRK is a free live Linux 
distribution that aims specifically at recovery and repair operations on Windows machines, 
but is equally usable for Linux recovery issues. It has an easy to use scrollable text menu 
that allows anyone who masters a keyboard and some English to perform maintenance 
and repair on a computer, ranging from password resetting over disk cleanup to virus 
scanning.  
Trinityhome.pdf – Trinity Rescue Kit Manual  
 
Startup Anti-Virus Program 
Kingsoft AntiVirus kav_setup.exe  
 
Startup Office Applications 
Office Functions: Word Processor, Electronic Spreadsheet, Multimedia Presentation. 
Highest level of file compatibility and interoperability with Microsoft Office 2003/2007/2010 
If you have files in formats common to other office software packages, you need not worry 
about compatibility issues, as Kingsoft Office is readily capable of opening and editing files 
in such formats.  
Kingsoft Office Suite Free 2012.pdf  
Kingsoft office_suite_free_2012.exe  
 
Startup Software and Hardware Information Diagnostic Tools 
SIW - SIW is an advanced System Information for Windows tool that gathers detailed 
information about your system properties and settings and displays it in an extremely 
comprehensible manner. SIW is freeware for personal use only. 
hw32_370.zip - HWiNFO32 are professional hardware information and diagnostic tools 
supporting latest components, industry technologies and standards. Both tools are 
designed to collect and present the maximum amount of information possible about 
computer's hardware which makes them suitable for users searching for driver updates, 
computer manufacturers, system integrators and technical experts as well. Retrieved 
information is presented in a logical and easily understandable form and can be exported 
into various types of reports.  
 
Startup System Maintenance Utility 
Kingsoft PC – Doctor - setup_multilang.exe - Kingsoft PC Doctor, professional 
computer security utility, intensively cleans Windows traces, repairs Windows vulnerability 
in overall and, deeply optimizes Windows OS and, to improve local computer to be 
operated with advance performance; as well as exploits revolutionary Kingsoft Cloud 
Security Engine and powerful Kingsoft V10 Antivirus Engine at local to defense billions of 
malicious Trojan viruses program away.  
 
Startup Optical Disk Image Creator 



ImgBurn - Burning CD and DVD images. The interface is simple and clean. The 'Settings' 
menu offers a huge amount of configurations for you to choose from. You can set up the 
read and write options, image creation even registry customizations are available.  
 
Startup Data File and Digital Photograph Data Recovery Utilities 
testdisk-6.13 - is a free data recovery utility. It is primarily designed to help recover lost 
data storage partitions and/or make non - booting disks bootable again when these 
symptoms are caused by faulty software, certain types of viruses or human error (such as 
accidentally erasing a partition table). TestDisk can be used to collect detailed information 
about a corrupted drive which can then be sent to a tech for further analysis.  
 
Startup USB Utilities 
Universal USB Installer - Universal USB Installer that allows you to choose from a 
selection of ISO files to put on your USB FlashDrive. The Universal USB Installer is easy 
to use. Simply choose the ISO file, your Flash Drive and, Click Install. Upon completion, 
you should have a ready to run bootable USBFlash Drive with your select operating 
system installed. 
HP USB Utility - This utility will format any USB flash drive, with your choice of FAT, 
FAT32, or NTFS partition types.  
 


